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Pipefitter

01/2009 - 05/2018

11/2007 - 12/2008

04/2003 - 11/2007

04/1998 - 03/2003

Pipe foreman/Pipefitter
LaShip
Pipe foreman,I kept up with time and material for up to 20 fitting crews.  Ensured all
materials,pumps,bolts,prints were always on job site so productivity never slowed down.  Assisted and
helped fitters as needed 

pipefitter,I fit piping systems as per blueprint.  Also drew ISOs as needed.  I have experience with all types
of piping,fittings,valves,flanges. Tested piping systems and sold to ABS or Coast Guard. I have no problem
reading prints,line drawings,3D drawings or ISOs I have close to 30 years experience 

Pipefitter
Chet Morrison
Spooled pipe in pipe shop and installed piping on Decks and Jackets. Hydro tested,Nitrogen tested and air
tested systems 

Adjuster/Remediator
Superior Services LLC (SALDAN)
Handled all fire and water claims for Allstate insurance company in New Iberia,Lafayette,Alexandria,Lake
Charles and Baton Rouge.  It was a 24 hr,7 day a week on call job.  I would visit the home assess and
document damages with notes,pictures,measurements and I’d take samples.  I’d have a company come in
to dry the home and remove flooring where needed and do the same for fire.  Depending on claimant I’d
hire someone to fix anything needed and return home back to its normal state.  

Pipefitter
North American Fab
I fit all systems on boat,tested them,sold them off to ABS OR Coast Guard and took vessels on sea trial.  I
worked road jobs and also worked overseas 

1987 - 1989HL bourgeois
High School Education 

I have a valid Twic card and Passport.  I am available to work anywhere in the United States or overseas.  

I have nearly 30 years experience in Fabrication.  I have never had an injury of any kind. 
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